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Anatomy of a Direct Mail Package
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Direct Mail Renewal: TNS Challenge Match
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Anatomy of a Direct Mail Package
Personalized  
9x12 outer 
envelope 

Full-page 
memo reply
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Why is direct mail 
important? 



Direct Mail Donor Pipeline
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Acquisition fuels donor 
growth, replaces natural 
donor attrition and provides 
a pipeline for large donors 
and bequests. 

These donors from mail 
acquisition are prime prospects 
to upgrade to sustainers 
(monthly donors) and mid-level 
donors.

Direct mail-sourced donors are the 
best source of donor-advised fund and 
Qualified Charitable Distributions 
from retirement accounts. An expanded donor file provides 

fertile ground for planned giving 
donor prospects.

DONOR ADVISED-FUNDS



TRUE or FALSE?
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Major gift donors and prospects should 
never receive direct mail.  It annoys 
them and they will never respond.



TRUE or FALSE?
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• Many large donors and prospects likely started giving with $25 gifts 
through the mail. And many will prefer to give through the mail.

• Direct mail is not only a solicitation, but also a communication vehicle to 
keep donors informed of the organization’s work.

• Direct mail and internal cultivation efforts should be synchronized.

• Donors should only be suppressed if they request it.



Donor-Advised Funds
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• According to FreeWill, DAF giving is 
expected to reach $31-$40 billion 
in 2021.  

• They also estimate $150 to $200 
billion sitting in DAF accounts 
reserved for charitable giving.

• We expect it to continue to grow in 
the next several years as it 
becomes more accessible to 
donors and a more mainstream 
giving channel.

• Most donors who give through 
donor-advised funds also have a 
history of giving through the mail. 

• So make sure they stay in the 
mail! 



Donor-Advised Funds
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• DAFs must be an integral part of all fundraising programs – offline and online.

• Promote DAF as a giving option with check box on all reply vehicles.

• Include a DAF widget to link directly to donors’ DAF account and add a “Give from my Donor-Advised 
Fund” link on online donation form, preferably the check-out page.  

• And don’t forget to add the organization’s federal tax ID number (EIN).

• Ask major donor prospects if they would like more information on DAF so they know they can 
designate the organization as a beneficiary.

• Gather stories/testimonials from DAF donors to encourage “peer to peer.”

• Tag all donors who expressed that they have a DAF even if they have not given to the organization 
through it.

• Promote recurring gifts and bequests through DAFs.

• Give stocks and Qualified Charitable Distributions high visibility too – there’s great potential in 
those channels, too!



Donor-Advised Funds Creative Samples
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TRUE or FALSE?
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The best prospects for planned gifts are 
high net worth donors since they have 
the most capacity.



TRUE or FALSE?
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The best prospects for planned gifts are direct mail donors. Why?
• They have stayed longer on file.

• They also gave more frequently and developed a loyalty to the charity.

• They skew older and are at a life-stage when they are finalizing their 
estate plans.

• The lion's share of 5, 6, 7 figure bequest gifts come from Direct Mail 
donors



“If only 5 percent of the assets projected to pass from Americans’ estates 
over the next decade were captured for philanthropy, it could create the 

equivalent of 10 Gates Foundations.”
Heather Joslyn (The Chronicle of Philanthropy)

Approximately 10,000 
Boomers enter retirement 

years every day.

The majority of Americans 
still do not have a will, 

although approx. 60% of 
Boomers do as of 2017.

Boomers will drive an 
estimated $9 trillion transfer 
of wealth over 10 years, $97 

trillion over 50 years.
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Planned Giving



Planned Giving Creative
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Donor Profile
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Speaking of age, what is the average age of a 
donor?



Donor Profile
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64 is the average age of a 
donor in the U.S.*

*Source: Blackbaud Institute: 2020 Charitable Giving Report

As one of the most reliable predictors of giving, age: 

• Can indicate when someone could be revisiting or finalizing their will. 
• Can also tell you when they can begin to give through QCDs.
• Correlates to earning capacity and relative debt reduction
• Is just one of many demographic indicators that provides a solid foundation for 

identifying, connecting with, and stewarding your most valuable constituents. 



Donor Profile
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• In general, the acquisition response rate for younger donors is too low to be
productive when compared to older donors.

• It’s also a good idea to check appeal and acquisition performance by age, acquisition
universe by age, and overall donor file composition by age.

• You should absolutely work to build relationships with young activists, supporters, and 
volunteers — moving them along a continuum of engagement — but know that it
might not lead to a financial return anytime soon.

“But how do we get younger donors?”



Using an age append, we analyzed performance of appeals and 
acquisitions to determine the impact of younger and older donors.

Age correlates to disposable income!

AGEAGE

Value of Older Donors
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The universe of available younger donors is quite small – the majority of 
acquisition mail files are age 50+

Sample acquisition mail file

DONOR AGE

AV
AI

LA
BL

E
U

N
IV

ER
SE

Value of Older Donors
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Older generations can even bring in the majority of digital revenue.

In this sample, 
Boomers and 
the Silent 
Generation are 
producing the 
majority of 
direct mail AND 
digital revenue.

Value of Older Donors
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Understanding Key Metrics
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Understanding Key Metrics: Donor Appeals
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How do we measure the success of a direct mail appeal?

Looking at gross income, cost and net revenue will provide a 
good snapshot of its performance.

But which other metric is important to measure the 
success of a direct mail appeal?

Campaign Name Qty # Gifts Gross Income Avg Gift Cost CPP %RR Net Income
Cost To 
Raise A 
Dollar

ROI

January Annual Fund Appeal 18,531 1,023 $92,396.89 $90.32 $13,622.14 $0.74 5.52% $78,774.75 $0.15 $6.78



Understanding Key Metrics: Donor Appeals
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• It’s COST TO RAISE A DOLLAR
• This measures the amount an organization spent to 

generate $1.  

• In the sample chart, the organization spent $0.15 for every 
$1 it raised from the January Annual Fund Appeal.  

• An excellent CTRAD is $0.25 so this campaign gets an A+++. 

Campaign Name Qty # Gifts Gross Income Avg Gift Cost CPP %RR Net Income
Cost To 
Raise A 
Dollar

ROI

January Annual Fund Appeal 18,531 1,023 $92,396.89 $90.32 $13,622.14 $0.74 5.52% $78,774.75 $0.15 $6.78



Campaign Qty2 # of gift Gross Income Avg Gift Cost CPP %RR Net Income Cost Per 
New Donor ROI

June Acquisition 117,468 844 $17,421.34 $20.64 $68,260.65 $0.58 0.72% ($50,839.31) ($60.24) $0.26

Understanding Key Metrics: Acquisition
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Like a direct mail appeal, we also look at key metrics when bringing in 
new donors.

• Response rate indicates how effective the package is to convert prospects 
to donors. Industry benchmark is approximately 0.50% so 0.72% is strong.

• We also want to make sure there is a healthy average gift and we are not 
bringing in too many low dollar donors.  A range of $20-25 is a good rule of 
thumb.

Again, which other important metric will tell you if this campaign was a 
success?



Understanding Key Metrics: Acquisition
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It’s COST PER NEW DONOR!

• CPND measures how much the organization spent to bring in one new donor.

• Industry benchmark is $150 so this organization spent $60.24.

• It is important to keep in mind that acquisition is an investment and will result in a net loss 
the first year.

• It can take 2 to 5 years before an organization sees a positive net income from the new 
donors, but this can be longer or shorter depending on the program.

• This can also vary by sector – longer timeframes are not necessarily unproductive.

Campaign Qty2 # of gift Gross Income Avg Gift Cost CPP %RR Net Income Cost Per 
New Donor ROI

June Acquisition 117,468 844 $17,421.34 $20.64 $68,260.65 $0.58 0.72% ($50,839.31) ($60.24) $0.26
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Understanding Key Metrics: Acquisition
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But, if you look at the long-term and how acquisition has returned on the 
investment …
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Understanding Key Metrics: Acquisition
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Acquisition: Sample Non-Premium Package
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June Greeting Cards
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Acquisition: Sample Note Card Premium Package



June Greeting Cards
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Acquisition: Sample Label Premium Package



Acquisition: Impact of Cutting Premium Package

2018 2019 2020
Donors 12,035 9,704 10,702

Revenue $1,143,322 $1,108,916 $1,256,892

Gifts 16,119 12,994 15,111

• This is an example of an organization that made a 
strategic decision to cut all premium packages from 
acquisition in 2019.

• The impact is clear with the decline in number of 
donors, gifts and revenue.

• They reinstated the premium package later in 2020 
and we saw an immediate positive shift again in 
their metrics.  
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Retention: One of the most vital KPIs for any successful program

Defining retention

• Percentage of donors that return to give another gift in a specific 
timeframe (typically 12 months) (reinstatement not included)

Donor Retention

32



Donor Retention: Benchmark Trivia!*

What is the benchmark for first-year retention?

What is the benchmark for overall retention?

a. 29% b. 37% c. 42%

*Source: www.fundraisingreportcard.com and Blackbaud Institute: 2020 Charitable Giving Report
33

http://www.fundraisingreportcard.com/
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http://www.fundraisingreportcard.com/


Donor Retention: Benchmark Trivia!*

What is the benchmark for first-year retention?

What is the benchmark for multi-year retention?

What is the benchmark for overall retention?

a. 45% b. 59% c. 68%

*Source: www.fundraisingreportcard.com and Blackbaud Institute: 2020 Charitable Giving Report
35

http://www.fundraisingreportcard.com/


Donor Retention: Benchmark Trivia!*
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Donor Retention: Benchmark Trivia!*

What is the benchmark for overall retention?

a. 42% b. 45% c. 35%

*Source: www.fundraisingreportcard.com and Blackbaud Institute: 2020 Charitable Giving Report
37
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Donor Retention: Benchmark Trivia!*

What is the benchmark for overall retention?

*Source: www.fundraisingreportcard.com and Blackbaud Institute: 2020 Charitable Giving Report

a. 42% b. 45% c. 35%
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First-year retention
• FY donors from current year/new joins from previous year
• Critical to understand behavior of new donors

Multi-year retention
• MY members in current year/MY and reinstate in prior year
• Break into consecutive years for more insight

Overall retention
• All except new joins/reinstate in current year/All in prior year
• Influenced by quantity/file composition: overall retention could decline 

with large influxes of new joins

Donor Retention

39
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Donor Retention Trends

Typical retention 
trends should show:

• Multi-year donors as 
the top tier; 

• Followed by overall 
retention;

• And then first-year 
retention.
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Mail and Digital Integration
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Mail and Digital Integration
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We just talked a lot about why direct mail is important.  

But how does mail fit into the digital space?



Mail and Digital Integration
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Source: https://www.nextafter.com/blog/advanced-guide-to-integrated-fundraising/

https://www.nextafter.com/blog/advanced-guide-to-integrated-fundraising/


Mail and Digital Integration
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Source: https://www.nextafter.com/blog/advanced-guide-to-integrated-fundraising/
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Mail and Digital Integration
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Source: https://www.nextafter.com/blog/advanced-guide-to-integrated-fundraising/
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Mail and Digital Integration
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Source: https://www.nextafter.com/blog/advanced-guide-to-integrated-fundraising/
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Samples of Integration
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Informed Delivery

Integrated Emails and 
Direct Mail



In Summary
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Key Takeaways On Direct Mail…

 Direct Mail is the main pipeline for Major Gift and Planned Gifts.

 Acquisition is an investment, but it is critical to look at the long-
term reward.

 Direct mail is data-driven. You must look at key performance 
indicators to evaluate the success of a campaign.

 Donor retention is a key metric to measuring the success of the 
overall program.

 Direct Mail plays a role in multi-channel integration.  
 As donors shift their behavior, it is important to make sure the 

messaging and  branding are consistent across all 
communications that donors receive.
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Thank You!
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